Learning activities – YEAR 1 and 2

Date: 24.4.20

Please note this is a guide of what children will be doing in school, there is no requirement for all of these tasks to be completed each day!

Have fun and stay safe!
FRIDAY

Duration
30
minutes
20
minutes

30 mins

Body Coach ‘PE with Joe’
(YouTube)

Guided reading
Read the text (there are 3 levels to choose from) to someone one, this could be a grown up or a sibling and answer the questions.

ICT
Computer programming: this all begins with writing algorithms which is a series of precise instructions or set of rules for performing a task. This
week we will be practising creating patterns readying for our instructions. Have a look at the attached documents for some ICT activities, you don’t
need a computer this week.

BREAK (remember to have a snack!)
20 min

1 hour

Spelling/handwriting practise
Same as for Tuesday
English
Jack and the Beanstalk
Finish writing your own version of Jack and the beanstalk. Read it through carefully and edit your writing. Can you improve it in any way? Can you
change some of your sentences to make it better? Also remember to check your spelling

LUNCH (make sure you also get some fresh air if you can!)
20
minutes
20
minutes

Doodle Maths

Log in to DoodleMaths and complete the extras set by your teachers.
Phonics
watch the videos Mrs Jones put on twitter
Practice all your sounds phase 2, 3 and 5

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/#
Year 2 can revise all phase 5 and practice phase 6 activities
CURRICULUM

1 hour

Make a family tree? Who is in your family? What qualities do you like about each of them? (PSHE)
Music – have a look at Myleene Music Klass - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUZXA-QxPw0

20 min

Do some yoga!
Cosmic Kids Yoga
(YouTube)

